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Forced Air Examined
In a forced air house, hot air is blown through  

vents and quickly rises to the ceiling. In a two-

story home, the upstairs becomes too hot while 

the downstairs remains cold. With Warmboard, 

the heat is generated beneath you. Temperature 

zones allow you to control the setting in every 

room, so unoccupied rooms can be turned down 

(or off) to save energy, while others can be made 

warmer for ideal personal comfort. The result is a 

far more comfortable and energy efficient home. 

Warmboard guarantees your comfort and peace of mind.

With forced air, hot air collects at the highest points in your home,  

wasting energy and making some rooms too hot, others too cold.

In a Warmboard home, you get the ideal temperature for each 

room, maximizing comfort and lowering your heating bills.



Preferred by architects

Smart Design
Architects truly appreciate the simplicity and 

superiority of our products. Warmboard removes 

many limitations architects are accustomed to, 

including the placement of wall and floor vents, 

duct work, and baseboard or wall radiators which 

limit interior design options. Also eliminated are 

the non-standard framing details and structural 

issues associated with the weight and thickness 

of the out-dated radiant slab technique.

Resource Stewardship
Increasingly important in both the design and build 

community is the use of green building materials. 

Warmboard has been the ideal heating solution 

in this regard for over a decade. With recycled 

aluminum, sustainable forestry products and non-

toxic chemicals, Warmboard works perfectly for 

architects pursuing the ultimate in conservation or 

LEED certification. We manufacture environmentally 

responsible products that just make sense.

Unlimited Flooring
Previous radiant heating methods, specifically 

slab-based systems, placed many limitations on 

finish flooring options. Moisture and the difficulty 

of fastening hardwood over concrete was both 

complicated and expensive. And carpeting was 

often out of the question. But Warmboard provides 

a surface that allows hardwood to be easily nailed 

in place. And our powerful conductivity means 

thick, luxurious carpets are not a problem.

What we like about Warmboard is that 
it’s a highly efficient system, especially 
in comparison to other radiant systems. 

David C., Washington. Architect

“



Detailed Documents
Using your designs, we provide a custom set of 

working drawings to bind into your construction 

documents, ensuring consistent and competitive 

bidding of the radiant system. Apples for apples 

competitive bidding will also save your client’s 

money. These documents provide contractors with 

the information needed to both bid and install 

Warmboard using best practices. Our professional 

standards also streamline approvals by code officials. 

Fastest Response
While high mass, slab-based radiant heating had 

been the standard for years, it’s a dated technology 

with many limitations and caveats. Just as countless 

innovations have improved our lives, Warmboard 

has redefined radiant heat. A highly conductive, 

low mass Warmboard system means not waiting 

for heat in the morning or overheating your home 

in the afternoon. High mass, slow response 

systems are history. Warmboard is the future.
There’s a reason frying pans are made out of aluminum and not 

concrete. Aluminum conducts heat hundreds of times better.

Architects appreciate the freedom of design Warmboard provides.



Smart for builders

Faster Installations
Warmboard panels can be sawn, fastened and  

installed similarly to any structural subfloor.  

Our detailed construction documents show 

exactly where to install each panel, enabling 

a smooth and successful project. Contractors 

quickly become comfortable with the process. 

There are no heavy concrete pours to worry 

about and no lingering moisture or potential 

mold issues to consider. There are significantly 

fewer components than other systems as well. 

In all, Warmboard installs more quickly and 

more conveniently than any other system.

Cost Effective
Warmboard has numerous cost-saving benefits. 

Compared to other radiant options, Warmboard 

does away with the costs of an additional subfloor 

while requiring much less labor, less tubing and 

fewer parts and manifolds. When compared to 

a slab-based system, you also remove the high 

costs of the structural upgrades necessary to 

accommodate the weight of the pour. Flooring 

installation costs are lessened as well. Every part 

of the installation saves time and is more efficient. 

All this before the homeowner experiences 

the benefits of living in a Warmboard home.

Happier Clients
The first cold night of the season always has 

heating professionals worried. Experience total 

peace of mind with Warmboard, a powerful system 

that responds quickly to any homeowner’s needs. 

With installations from Antarctica to northern 

Alaska, our lifetime warranty ensures our system 

will perform in even the harshest environments. 

Homeowners have repeatedly confirmed that having 

Warmboard has made a remarkable difference in the 

enjoyment of their home. Construction is a word-of-

mouth business, and contractors are always pleased 

when Warmboard brings in that next referral.

I convinced the homeowners to choose 
Warmboard because it is the easiest 

to use and has the best design… 
I’ve used other systems but 

Warmboardis the best. 
Harry S., New Hampshire. Contractor

“



Warmboard-S
As a code approved structural subfloor, Warmboard-S is exceptionally rigid and strong. Our 28mm thick, 1200mm x 2400mm 
Douglas Fir plywood panels are made in America using only the best forestry and manufacturing practices. Four panel types can 
accommodate any design imaginable. The quality of Warmboard-S is self-evident and is one of the reasons we give a lifetime 
warranty.

Warmboard-R
The Warmboard-R panel is designed specifically for remodels.  Built 
with OSB, the two panel types measure 600m x 1200mm and are 
1320mm thick. The lighter weight and smaller dimension of 
Warmboard -R also lends  itself  well  to ceiling  or wall  installations ; 
especially convenient when the existing floor cannot be altered.

Right Panel Left Panel Straight Panel

Half Double Panel, Right

These panels are created by cutting the standard Double Panel in half.

Half Double Panel, Left

Double Panel Turn PanelStraight PanelLeft PanelRight Panel Straight PanelDouble Panel Turn Panel Straight PanelTurn Panel Straight Panel

Warmboard-S nails directly to joists like a traditional subfloor. Warmboard–R allows you to enjoy the performance of Warmboard in remodels.



Your Customer Service
When you call Warmboard, one of our radiant 

experts will be there to answer your questions.  

Our knowledgeable staff will design a system 

specific to your needs, maximizing both comfort  

and all the potential our products have to offer. 

While we are very proud of the performance and 

quality of our products, we take even greater pride 

in providing any support you need throughout the 

construction process. We’re here to help. Call today.

The job of a radiant panel is to conduct  
warmth from water in a tube to the surface  
of your floor

It’s just this simple: Increasing conductivity increases 

nearly every benefit you desire from radiant floor 

heating. Your system will respond to changing heat 

requirements more rapidly and more accurately, 

ensuring constant comfort. Your floors will be 

warmed more evenly which not only keeps your  

feet more comfy but will protect your investment  

in fine hardwood floors as well. Less tubing, 

equipment, time and labor are required during 

installation. The water temperatures needed to run 

your system will be lower which means your energy 

bills will be lower and all of your radiant equipment 

becomes more reliable. 

The images above are from a side-by-side test  

in which Warmboard generated 93 watts per Sqm  

(a common level of required heat output) in only 

20 minutes. The slab system took over seven times 

as long! By that 150 minute point, Warmboard is 

producing twice as many Watts from the same 

water temperature with much more even floor 
temps. 

Warmboard delivers five times the conductivity of 

a thin slab system. Superior radiant comfort is not 

possible without superior conductivity. We choose to 

make a panel that performs so powerfully because 

we understand what is most important in a radiant 

system and now you do too.  

Warmboard (right) produces 10 BTUs/sq.ft. output after only 20 minutes. The slab (left) takes 2.5 hours to reach 10 BTUs /sq.ft. output.

Superior Conductivity
Slab  vs.  WarmboardSlab  vs.  Warmboard

Every individual seems passionate, 
and ethical, about the product 

…where do you find that today? 
JoEllen H., Alaska. Homeowner
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